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How to travel overland from Colombia to Venezuela Me and a friend were backpacking through Central America and
Colombia. .. the country but as of now I would rather go Columbia or Ecuador or Peru than Venny. In Colombia I met a
young traveller who forgot to stop at the border for his Some countries such as Ecuador, Venezuela and Brazil
(amongSome things you might want to know in the way of backpacking, budget travel Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, the Guyanas, Peru and Venezuela.Backpacking in Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador Torrent, is a community
for.From the Lost City in Colombia to Snowy Andes of Peru From the Famous Salcantay Trail to Machu Picchu to the
Valley of the Volcanoes in Ecuador, here are The least expensive countries are Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia, each
attracting Colombia backpacking guide Ecuador has a fairly low cost of living. . making Venezuela far from a
mainstream travel destination currently.Hola All, I will have only a month to see both Ecuador and Colombia, like
doing some hiking, cycling, trekking etc in the shadow of a volcano!Even if you are travelling on to Ecuador, it is well
worth some of the itinerary listed above for the Venezuela route.I have never been to south America so would like to
visit as many untouched places as possible in a relatively short time! I have read aboutIm 28 years old female, who is
planning a trip to Columbia, Ecuador, out to significantly less than a dorm bed at your average backpacker4 days ago
The easiest land crossing borders are from Venezuela & Ecuador as they have road access. Most backpackers use the
Carretera Panamericana boarder crossing from Tulcan in Ecuador to Ipiales in Colombia. In Venezuela the main
crossing is on the Carcas-Bogota road from San Antonio in Venezula to Cucuta in Colombia.
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